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Review – White Christmas 

 

 
Good – 18  

 
OK – 3  

 

 

• A bit of Festive Fare to brighten the covid gloom! 

• Many thanks for the wine and mince pies.  Very nice start to an enjoyable evening.   

• First viewing of this for me and I really enjoyed it. Really good production, dancing, 
singing and music. It brought a tear to my eye which is all I ask from a corny old film! 

• We vote good- loved it!! Thank you so much for showing it! 

• Puts ‘Strictly’ to shame!  Amazing choreography and dancing, forget the plot!  

• Perfect choice. 

• Excellent. Just the sort of film to lift our flagging spirits. Great sound and picture quality; 
and the dancing in those high heels!! 

• Very good and just right for the season.  Irving Berlin was a master of his craft. 

 

• Exactly as 
expected.  Very much of 
its time, too schmaltzy 
for today’s taste - and 
ours really.  But it was a 
fun Christmas evening 
with enjoyable mince 
pies and mulled wine, 
and Danny Kaye is 
always a pleasure to 

Good OK
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• I enjoyed it, as it got us, into a Christmas singing mood.  Thank you for the mulled wine, 
Stollen, and mince pies. 

• I thought the film was good on Thursday. I hadn't seen it before.  Goodness what tiny 
waists those ladies had.  Lovely get together before the film. Thank you. 

• Truly superb dance numbers (perhaps less a couple?), a passable story (perhaps less 
sentiment?), and many tunes (perhaps less brassy band?) - deserved fame, just a little 
trimming now.  ((P.S.  The club has managed very well through this horrid period - 
Felicity and I feel guilty we can't link names and faces of the team doing it all.)) 

• Old-fashioned feel-good entertainment. Certainly helped getting me into the Christmas 
spirit! 

• We enjoyed the movie. Thought we had seen it before but it turns out we had not. not a great fan 
of musicals but have to admit I liked the dancing and costumes. 

• Perfect entertainment for Christmas, thank you. 

watch.  Many thanks to 
the organisers. 

• Entertaining, great 
dancing, just what we 
expected but it didn't 
really add up to much. 

 


